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Systematic Review Process Overview
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Systematic Review Process Overview��This slide illustrates the steps in the systematic review process. This module focuses on assessing the quality of individual studies.



Learning Objectives

At the conclusion of this educational lecture the 
successful learner will be able to:
• Describe a process to identify and prioritize 

potential harms
• Identify the types and number of harms to 

include for treatments and diagnostic tests
• Describe when it is acceptable to add harms not 

selected a priori 
• Describe how to transparently report methods 

used to select harms
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Learning ObjectivesAt the conclusion of this educational lecture the successful learner will be able to: Describe a process to identify and prioritize potential harms. Identify the types and number of harms to include for treatments and diagnostic tests. Describe when it is acceptable to add harms not selected a priori . Finally, they should be able to describe how to transparently report methods used to select harms.



Harms are Adverse Events or 
Complications

• Definition of harms:
► Adverse events or complications of drugs, dietary 

supplements, surgery, devices, or other procedures

Chou R. Ann Intern Med. 2005;142(12 Pt 2):1090-9. 
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What are Harms?�To be useful to decision makers, an evidence synthesis of a medical intervention should assess the balance of benefits and harms. Harms from medical interventions include adverse events and complications of drugs, dietary supplements, surgery, devices, or other procedures. An evidence synthesis that emphasizes only benefits is likely to lead to biased conclusions.Reference:Chou R, Helfand M. Challenges in systematic reviews that assess treatment harms. Ann Intern Med. 2005;142(12 Pt 2):1090-9. doi: 10.7326/0003-4819-142-12_Part_2-200506211-00009. 



Selecting Harms Outcomes Poses 
Challenges 

• EPC reviews frequently address many interventions, 
which could result in many potential harms to review

• Different interventions for the same condition are 
frequently associated with a large number of diverse 
harms

• Studies may report composite harms
• Harms not specified in the original protocol may be 

encountered during the review process
• Reviewing all potential harms is not feasible and 

could make it difficult for users of EPC reviews to 
reach conclusions

Chou R. Ann Intern Med. 2005;142(12 Pt 2):1090-9. 
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What Is Quality Assessment?�The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality’s (AHRQ) Evidence-based Practice Center (EPC) Program has long recognized the need for systematic reviews of interventions impacting health to provide balanced assessments that include evaluation of harms as well as benefits. However, synthesizing evidence on harms poses unique challenges: the assessment and reporting of harms is often suboptimal, the duration of studies is often too short to evaluate important long-term harms and have inadequate statistical power to evaluate serious but uncommon harms, patients enrolled in research studies are frequently at lower risk for harms than those encountered in clinical practice,5 and important data on harms may be unpublished or selectively reported.References:Haidich AB, Birtsou C, Dardavessis T, et al. The quality of safety reporting in trials is still suboptimal: survey of major general medical journals. J Clin Epidemiol. 2011;64(2):124-35. doi: 10.1016/j.jclinepi.2010.03.005. Hodkinson A, Kirkham JJ, Tudur-Smith C, et al. Reporting of harms data in RCTs: a systematic review of empirical assessments against the CONSORT harms extension. BMJ Open. 2013;3(9):e003436-2013-. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2013-003436. Chou R, Helfand M. Challenges in systematic reviews that assess treatment harms. Ann Intern Med. 2005;142(12 Pt 2):1090-9. doi: 10.7326/0003-4819-142-12_Part_2-200506211-00009. Hodkinson A, Gamble C, Smith CT. Reporting of harms outcomes: a comparison of journal publications with unpublished clinical study reports of orlistat trials. Trials. 2016;17(207). doi:10.1186/s13063-016-1327-z. Saini P, Loke YK, Gamble C, et al. Selective reporting bias of harm outcomes within studies: findings from a cohort of systematic reviews. BMJ. 2014;349:g6501. doi:10.1136/bmj.g6501. 



Recommendations Based on Rigorous 
Methods

• Working group of 12 methodologists from AHRQ 
and AHRQ EPCs created recommendations 
based on:
► Results of literature search
► Review of EPC reports
► Key informant panel feedback
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Methods Underpinning Recommendation �We assembled a workgroup of 12 methodologists from AHRQ and the EPC program to develop recommendations for selection and prioritization of harms. Members sought information on selection and prioritization of harms through a literature search for empiric research and published guidance, a review of EPC reports to understand how harms have been selected in the past, and interviews with key informants who are experts in the conduct of systematic reviews or users of systematic reviews (Key Informants).These working group members came up with 10 main recommendations that we will review in order.



Recommendations Overview (I)

1. Identify harms of greatest importance
2. Use prioritization process to narrow number of 
harms
3. Select the most appropriate process
4. Methods used to prioritize harms should be 
concordant with benefits
5. Routinely include serious or common and 
bothersome individual harms
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Recommendations Overview (I)1. Identify harms of greatest importance2. Use prioritization process to narrow number of harms3. Select the most appropriate process4. Methods used to prioritize harms should be concordant with benefits5. Routinely include serious or common and bothersome harms



Recommendations Overview (II)

6. Consider composite harms endpoints
7. Check diagnostic tests for imprecision or 
insensitivity
8. Aim for 5-10 individual or composite harms
9. Have good rationale for assessing harms post-
hoc
10. Report on important included and excluded 
harms
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Recommendations Overview (I)6. Consider composite harms endpoints7. Check diagnostic tests for imprecision or insensitivity8. Aim for 5-10 individual or composite harms9. Have good rationale for assessing harms post-hoc10. Report on important included and excluded harms



Prioritization of Harms
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The first category of recommendations centered round prioritization of harms. 



1. Identify Harms that are of 
Greatest Importance (I)

• EPC reviews should assess harms most 
important to decision-makers including 
clinicians, patients, and stakeholders

• Create comprehensive list of potential harms 
• Categorize/assess the importance of harms 

outcomes
► Important = serious or common and bothersome

http://www.FDA.gov/safety/medwatch/howtoreport/ucm053087.htm.
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Identify Harms that are of Greatest Importance (I)It is not usually possible to include all of the potential harms associated with an intervention.  However, EPC reviews should include all the harms judged to be of greatest importance to decision-makers including clinicians, patients, and stakeholders unless the purpose of the entire review is to review a  specific, pre-defined harm or harms. From the perspective of a decision-making framework, a harm may be considered “important” if the probability of that harm occurring compared to expected benefits would impact recommendations about the use of the intervention.  So how should the systematic reviewer determine the harms of greatest importance to include? These harms are either serious harms or common and bothersome harms.Reference:�Administration USFaD. What is a Serious Adverse Event? 2016. http://www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch/HowToReport/ucm053087.htm (accessed October 2, 2017)



1. Identify Harms that are of 
Greatest Importance (II)

• Serious denotes death, life threatening, 
hospitalization, prolonging hospitalization, 
persistent or incapacitating symptoms, or result 
in congenital anomalies or birth defects

• Common and bothersome denotes the most 
common harms that inconvenience the patient 

• An exception to this rule is if a review is 
designed to focus on less important but specific 
pre-defined potential harm or harms
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Identify Harms that are of Greatest Importance (II)Serious harms are defined as those that result in death, are life-threatening, result in hospitalization or prolongation of an existing hospitalization, result in persistent or significant incapacity or ability to perform normal life functions, or are congenital anomalies or birth defects. Other harms may also be considered serious when judged to jeopardize the patient or study participant and may require medical or surgical intervention to prevent one of the outcomes listed above.  Less serious but common and bothersome harms such as a drug induced dry cough, diarrhea, or dizziness should also be included. An exception to routinely including all harms of greatest importance is reviews that focus on a specific, pre-defined harm or harms (this is not typical for EPC reviews); in these cases, the scope of the review should be clearly explained. Reference:�Administration USFaD. What is a Serious Adverse Event? 2016. http://www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch/HowToReport/ucm053087.htm (accessed October 2, 2017)



2. Use Prioritization Process to 
Narrow Number of Harms

• Prioritize the important harms with those of 
greatest importance at the top of the list
► Unless the harms are serious or common and 

bothersome, they can usually be disregarded
► May not be feasible to include all important harms
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2. Use Prioritization Process to Narrow Number of Harms�It will often not be feasible to include all potential harms in an EPC review.  Generally speaking, unless the harms are serious or common and bothersome, they can usually be disregarded.  In many cases, simply being deemed important may not be enough to warrant inclusion and a process should be used to prioritize the harms of greatest importance. �



3. Select an Appropriate Prioritization 
Process (I)

• The specific prioritization process used can vary
• Patient and stakeholder feedback should be 

obtained to help prioritize harms
• The prioritization may be formal or informal 
• Formal process:

► GRADE has a formal process for prioritizing 
outcomes, including benefits and harms

► Delphi panels can be constructed with a formal 
process

► Unclear benefits over less formal process
Garces JPD. Mayo Clinic 2012.
Montgomery A. Qual Health Care 2001;10.  
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3. Select an Appropriate Prioritization Process: There is insufficient evidence to recommend a specific prioritization method so the process can vary. However, whenever possible, patient and stakeholder feedback should be obtained to help prioritize harms.  More formal prioritization methods may be useful (e.g., formal consensus process or use of a GRADE-like scoring/prioritization method) but it is unclear whether using such methods results in more appropriately selected/prioritized harms than less formal processes. Utilizing formal methods increase the time and resources required to conduct a review. References:Garces JPD, Lopez GJP, Wang Z, et al. Eliciting patient perspective in patient-centered outcomes research: a meta narrative systematic review. A report prepared for the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute. Rochester: Mayo Clinic. 2012.Montgomery A, Fahey T. How do patients' treatment preferences compare with those of clinicians? Quality Health Care. 2001;10(1). �



3. Select an Appropriate Prioritization 
Process (II)

• Informal process 
► Literature or regulatory agency review for incidence or 

severity data
► Input or informal interviews with experts in the field, 

patients, and other stakeholders

Garces JPD. Mayo Clinic 2012.
Montgomery A. Qual Health Care 2001;10.  
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3. Select an Appropriate Prioritization Process (II)When using an informal process use literature or regulatory agency reviews for incidence or severity data.  Seek input or informal interviews with experts in the field, patients, and other stakeholders. References:Garces JPD, Lopez GJP, Wang Z, et al. Eliciting patient perspective in patient-centered outcomes research: a meta narrative systematic review. A report prepared for the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute. Rochester: Mayo Clinic. 2012.Montgomery A, Fahey T. How do patients' treatment preferences compare with those of clinicians? Quality Health Care. 2001;10(1). 



One Possible Approach: GRADE 
Outcome Selection

• Grading of Recommendations Assessment, 
Development and Evaluation (GRADE) Group 
recommends beneficial and harmful outcomes get 
prioritized through solicitation of panel member and 
stakeholder input 
► Outcomes rated for importance via 1-9 numerical rating 

system 
► Outcomes rated highest priority are included 

• GRADE recommends that summary of findings 
tables should focus on no more than 7 outcomes

• EPC authors consider this one of many acceptable 
processes but may be necessary to consider more 
than 7 outcomes

Guyatt GH. J Clin Epidemiol 2011;64:395-400.
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One Possible Approach: GRADE Outcome SelectionThe Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) group recommends that guideline developers prioritize outcomes (both beneficial and harmful), which can be done through solicitation of panel member and stakeholder input and using a 1-9 numerical rating system.  The outcomes rated highest priority are the ones that the group will focus on in assessing the balance of benefits to harms and informing recommendations. The GRADE working group recommends that summary of findings tables focus on no more than 7 of the most patient-important outcomes, including both beneficial and harmful outcomes. EPC authors consider this one of many acceptable processes but would consider more than 7 total outcomes. Reference:Guyatt GH, Oxman AD, Kunz R, et al. GRADE guidelines: 2. Framing the question and deciding on important outcomes. J Clin Epidemiol. 2011;64(4):395-400. doi:10.1016/j.jclinepi.2010.09.012.Guyatt GH, Oxman AD, Santesso N, et al. GRADE guidelines: 12. Preparing Summary of Findings tables—binary outcomes. J Clin Epidemiol. 2013;66(2):158-72. doi:10.1016/j.jclinepi.2012.01.012. 



4. Methods Used to Prioritize Harms 
Should be Concordant with Benefits

• The principles underlying the prioritization of 
outcomes, either beneficial or harmful, should be 
similar

• It may be difficult to discern a harm from a failed 
treatment

• If intervention was intended to reduce a final 
health outcome, the occurrence of the outcome 
is a failed event, not an adverse event.
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4. Methods Used to Prioritize Harms Should be Concordant with BenefitsWhether the process is formal or informal, the methods used to prioritize and select harms be concordant with the methods used to prioritize and select beneficial outcomes. This is important because the principles underlying the prioritization of outcomes are usually similar.  It may be difficult to distinguish harms from failed treatments (e.g., myocardial infarction in patients on statin therapy); whether an event is classified as a benefit or harm may depend on the intended effect of the treatment and the perspective of the decision maker.  In general, if the intervention is being used to reduce the occurrence of a final health outcome, the occurrence of that event is a failed treatment, not an adverse event.



Types of Harms to Include
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This next section describes the types of harms to include.  There are three main types of important harms to consider including.  Step 5 discusses individual harms, Step 6 discusses composite harms, and Step 7 discusses harms associated with diagnostic tests.    



5. Serious or Common and Bothersome 
Individual Harms (I)

• Individual harms (e.g. heart attacks, diarrhea, 
seizure) 

• Not all important individual harms need to be 
included
► Some harms are so well established that including 

them in a systematic review is not needed
• Some EPC reviews are designed to focus on 

one particular harm
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5. Routinely Include Serious or Common and Bothersome Individual Harms (I)EPC reviews routinely include serious harms or less serious but frequent and bothersome individual harms.  An individual harm would be something like a heart attack, diarrhea, or a seizure.  As specified previously, reviews do not have to evaluate all important harms. There may be too many important harms to reasonable include and some choices have to be made. An individual harm could be excluded because the harms are well-established and do not require another review. It can also happen that stakeholders need a review of an intervention’s impact on a specific harm so a review is undertaken. When this occurs, such circumstances should be explained.



5. Routinely Include Serious or 
Common and Bothersome Harms (II)

• Reviews should give priority to final (mortality, 
morbidity, quality of life, or function) over 
intermediate (laboratory values of physiological 
parameters) health outcomes

• Reviewers should consider intermediate harms 
outcomes when data on associated final health 
outcomes are sparse and the association 
between the two are well established
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5. Routinely Include Serious or Common and Bothersome Harms (II)Intermediate outcomes such as the changes in laboratory values like serum potassium or physiological parameters like blood pressure are considered lower priority than patient-centered health outcomes such as mortality, outcomes related to morbidity, qualify of life, or function. EPC reviews may consider inclusion of intermediate outcomes related to harms when data on associated clinical outcomes are sparse and the association between intermediate outcomes and clinical harms is well established.  For example, consistently raising blood pressure or low density lipoprotein concentrations is strongly associated with increased risk of cardiovascular disease while substantially reducing neutrophil counts is strongly associated with developing life threatening infections.



6. Consider Composite 
Adverse Events (I)

• Composite harms define the incidence of people 
experiencing one of several possible harms 
such as Major Adverse Cardiovascular Events 
(MACE), comprising myocardial infarction, 
stroke, cardiovascular death, or target vessel 
revascularization

• Composite adverse events can help facilitate 
comparisons across interventions 
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6. Consider Composite Adverse Events (I)Composite harms define the incidence of people experiencing one of several possible harms such as myocardial infarction, stroke, or cardiovascular death.  EPC reviewers should consider including composite adverse events, which may help facilitate head-to-head comparisons, particularly for interventions and comparators associated with dissimilar harms. EPC reviews should focus on indicators of more severe harms as it is more difficult to interpret the clinical meaningfulness of less severe harms.  



6. Consider Composite 
Adverse Events (II)

• “Serious adverse events” or “withdrawal due to 
adverse events” may be particularly useful
► It is harder to interpret clinical meaningfulness of less 

severe composite harms
• Interpret composite endpoints by assessing the 

individual harms that constitute them
• Record definitions of composite harms
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6. Consider Composite Adverse Events (II)Two composite adverse events are particularly useful to consider, the first is “serious adverse events” while the second is “withdrawal due to adverse events.” They are both particularly helpful when evaluating head-to-head comparisons.  Having said that, the workgroup recommends that EPC reviews not focus solely on composite adverse events but rather, interpret the composite endpoints in conjunction with data on the individual harms that constitute them. For example, if a composite endpoint shows a greater risk of serious adverse events with one drug versus another but the drug with a lower risk of overall serious adverse events increases mortality versus the other, that is important to note.  EPC reviews should also record the definitions used for composite harms, which often vary across studies.  One study may have components of “serious adverse events” that is very different than another and this can explain heterogeneity between studies.  



7. Check diagnostic tests for 
Imprecision or insensitivity

• Diagnostic tests (e.g. genetic or hematologic 
testing, scanning, functional tests) can cause 
harms

• Can a diagnostic test cause a harm?
► Nonspecific diagnostic tests can lead to false positives 

that may precipitate further unneeded testing, over-
diagnosis, or over treatment

► Insensitive diagnostic tests can lead to false negative 
that may prevent timely treatment for diseases best 
handled at earlier stages 
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7. Check diagnostic tests for imprecision or insensitivityFor reviews that involve effects of diagnostic tests, be it genetic or hematologic testing, various scanning technologies, or functional tests; they should consider harms as well.  EPCs should consider inclusion of over-diagnosis and overtreatment, as well as other harms related to diagnostic testing such as false-positives and false–negatives.  Although intermediate outcomes are generally considered lower priority than clinical outcomes, for diagnostic tests the inclusion of intermediate measures of harm such as over-diagnosis or overtreatment as a result of testing. Such outcomes may help identify important negative downstream effects of testing that are otherwise difficult to capture. There are challenges in measuring these outcomes, and variability in the methods used. Other harms associated with diagnostic tests include false-positives and negatives and the consequences of such findings.



Number of Harms to Include, Adding 
Harms, and Reporting Harms
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This section describes the number of harms to include, why and how to add harms after the protocol has been established, and how to report harms transparently.



8. Aim for 5 to 10 Individual or 
Composite Harms

• How many harms should you include?
► GRADE working group suggests limiting to 7 total 

outcomes for benefit and harms, although some may 
feel this is overly restrictive

► 5-10 individual or composite harms should be 
sufficient for most EPC reviews comparing two 
interventions (e.g. drug A vs. drug B)
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Use Prioritization Process to Narrow Number of Harms to Include�It will often not be feasible to include all potential harms in an EPC review.  Using the suggested GRADE maximum threshold of 7 beneficial and harmful outcomes would frequently result in exclusion of potential important harms.  Instead, EPC reviewers should utilize an approach that is based on the number of interventions being compared. When comparing two interventions, the workgroup suggests that the EPC aim for 5-10 prioritized harms (including individual as well as composite harms), though for some comparisons it may be appropriate to include more or fewer harms.  For reviews in which there are many interventions being compared for potential harms, the workgroup suggests that reviewers aim toward the lower end of the 5-10 range. �



9. Have good rationale for 
assessing harms post-hoc

• Harms not selected a priori might come to be 
seen as having great importance during the 
review (e.g. new published data or new 
regulatory action)
► Add harm as a protocol modification with rationale
► Interpret newly included harms with same due 

diligence as those selected a priori
− Plausibility of biological effect, pharmacokinetic and dynamic 

data, magnitude of effect, precision of estimate, statistical 
significance of findings

Avorn J. Circulation 2006;113:2173-6.
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9. Adding Non-A Priori Harms: Be prepared to add harms to the review that were not specified in the original protocol or identified in the prioritization process. Such harms may be identified during the course of data analysis of included studies, or via outside sources such as new published study or regulatory agency action. Because these harms are not pre-specified, their addition should be recorded as a protocol modification with the rationale for adding it. EPC reviews should clearly indicate findings related to harms not specified in the original protocol. EPCs should interpret findings related to such harms in the context of other information, including the plausibility of biological mechanisms of action, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic data, the magnitude of effect, the precision of estimates, the statistical significance of findings, and other data on the harm that may have previously been overlooked or unidentified. In the harm being included is based on isolated case reports or has small magnitude of effects, imprecise estimates, high confounding potential, or no biologically plausible mechanism, findings should be considered hypothesis-generating. Reference:�Avorn J. Evaluating drug effects in the post-Vioxx world there must be a better way. Circulation. 2006;113(18):2173-6. doi:10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.106.625749.�



10. Reporting on Important 
Included and Excluded Harms

• Reporting transparently is important
• The prioritized list of harms should be included 

in the summary of evidence tables
• Using a prioritization process strengthens the 

rationale for the harms included and for those 
excluded
► Specify the prioritization process (formal or informal)
► Differentiate serious from common/bothersome harms
► Provide reason why a serious harm was excluded

− Possible reasons: causality is weak, review is scoped to focus 
on another specific harm or harms 
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Use Prioritization Process to Narrow Number of Harms to Include�Transparency in reporting is important for many facets in a systematic review and should extend to harms as well.  The harms prioritized in this process can be included in summary of evidence tables. Using a prioritization process will help strengthen the rationale for the harms that are selected for review and provide a basis for the selection decisions that are made. EPC reviews should describe methods used to prioritize harms, including the composition of stakeholder groups providing input, literature search methods, and other data sources. In addition, EPC reviews should describe the prioritization process, whether informal or more formal. EPC reviews should differentiate which harms are considered serious and those considered less serious but of high frequency or most bothersome. In situations in which serious harms are not included, EPC reports should provide the reason.  Examples can include that the intervention is not believed to be associated with serious harms, serious harms have already been established, the review is scoped to focus on a specific harm or harms. �



Key Messages



Key Messages (I): Harms are 
Important But Not All Can be Included

• Harms are vitally important to determine the net 
benefit or balance of benefit and harms of an 
intervention

• Not every harm can be assessed, but as a 
general guideline, 5-10 harms may be 
appropriate for a comparison between 2 
interventions
► Multiple comparisons within a review may evaluate 

overlapping harms
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Key Messages (I): Harms are Important But Not All Can be Included�Harms are vitally important to determine the net benefit or balance of benefit and harms of an intervention. However, not every harm can be assessed, but as a general guideline, 5-10 harms may be appropriate for 2 interventions being compared.



Key Messages (II): Harms Should Be 
Classified, Prioritized, and Properly Reported

• Create a list of all harms and categorize/assess 
their importance
► Important harms are severe or common and 

bothersome
► Prioritize important ones using a formal or informal 

process
► Have key stakeholders, including patients, provide key 

input into priority rankings
• Transparently report on the important harms 

included or not with a rationale for selection and 
differentiate serious from common or 
bothersome harms
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Key Messages (II): Harms Should Be Classified, Prioritized, and Properly ReportedCreate a list of all harms and designate them as important or unimportant.  Important harms are severe or the most frequently reported. The important ones should be prioritized using a formal or informal process.  Key stakeholders, including patients, can provide key input into priority rankings. Transparently report on the important harms included or not with a rationale for selection and differentiate serious from common or bothersome harms.
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